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Copyright 

All rights reserved. No portion of this manual may be used, reproduced or transmitted 

in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including fax, photocopy, 

recording or any information storage and retrieval system by anyone but the purchaser 

for their own personal use. This manual may not be reproduced in any form without the 

written permission of the publisher. 
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PERFORMANCE 

SCORECARD 

How to Use This Guide 

Turning Insights into Performance Driven Results on the Golf Course 

 

The purpose of this performance scorecard is to help you gather quality information to 

help you identify areas of weakness in your golf game.  This information is valuable as 

you set goals and create practice plans in order to develop and improve your game.   

Many golfers have blind spots about areas of weakness in their own games and 

gathering objective data can be very beneficial in making sure that what you’re working 

on in your game is what will give you the most impact for the time spent.  Far too many 

players have a tendency to practice the things that they are already proficient at or 

working on the things that they simply “like” to practice.  This is a far cry from the 

valuable training that will help you take your game to the next level. 

Keeping the statistics, you derive from this scorecard will assist you in lowering your 

scores. Seeing trends in your putting, driving, chipping, etc. will aid you in defining your 

practice. Remember, EFFICIENT practice is much more productive than LENGTHY 

practice. 

FILLING OUT YOUR PERFORMANCE SCORECARD 

Your performance scorecard will serve as a starting point for you to set goals and 

evaluate your rounds.  Keeping careful statistics will allow you to practice with purpose 

and set relevant goals that are achievable and measurable and also provide focus when 

you are playing. 

As you can see, there is an area for your drive, fairway shots, approach shots, 

chipping/pitching and putting.  At the bottom of the card, there is a place for you to fill 

in the PAR of the golf hole you are playing as well as YOUR SCORE for that particular 

hole.  At the top of the record, there is a spot for you to put the NAME of the GOLF 
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COURSE, DATE, your nine-hole scores (OUT/IN) and your TOTAL SCORE as well as 

the WEATHER conditions for that day. 

Note the KEY at the bottom of the scorecard.  This KEY will assist you in making sense 

of your rounds and again, setting the appropriate practice and playing goals. 

EXAMPLE 

In the following example Jim Golfer has filled out his performance scorecard.  Let’s take 

a look at his round.  Jim is a 25 handicap. Because of this, he will most likely not be 

hitting as many greens as a 10 handicap.  He will be hitting more FAIRWAY shots on 

PAR 4’s than the lower handicapper, who will be making APPROACH shots (a legitimate 

attempt to hit the green in regulation).   

An explanation on a few holes: 

The first hole at his golf course is a PAR 4.  Jim hits the FAIRWAY on the first hole and 

marks that box with “X” . His next shot hits the FAIRWAY and again marks that box 

with an “X” . Jim skips the approach shot area and moves to the CHIP/PITCH as he hit 

it fairly close to the green.  He puts a CP in the GREEN box because her chip went on the 

green.  He then hit a putt from outside of 25 feet short (“SH”) and made the 3-foot putt 

(“X”) 

Hole number 12 is a par three, so in the “DRIVE” section there is also a box for the 

GREEN.  Jim hit the green on his drive so he puts an “X” in the GREEN box.  Jim takes 

three putts to get in to the hole from 35 feet, coming up short on his first two putts and 

tapping in his third. 

On hole 16, he hits her drive in the left rough (“L”),  hits his fairway shot in the right 

rough (“R”), hits the fairway on his third shot (“X”),  pitches the ball (“PC”) inside of 15 

feet where he hits his first putt long (“LO”), his second putt short (“SH”) and makes his 

third putt for a score of 7. 

WHAT DO MY PERFORMANCE SCORECARDS MEAN? 

Once you have filled out 3 to 5 scorecards, you are ready to set some goals for your 

practice and playing.  There are a number of different scenarios that we can look at 

when using Jim Golfer’s scorecard.  We will look at this one scorecard for example 

purposes.  You, however, are going to look at patterns in the 5 scorecards that you have 

kept of your own playing.   
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When we look at Jim’s card, we notice that he has 42 putts.  This is 6 more than what 

the average is for someone with his handicap. He has 3 three putts over 25 feet, 2 three 

putts in the 15-25 foot range and 2 three putts in the 5-15 range.  Most of his misses are 

short or long, rather than left or right.  Distance control sounds like Jim’s problem.  I 

would suggest he work on putting drills that improve and enhance his distance control, 

so that he can make headway toward reducing the number of three-putts that he’s 

having. 

Another observation is that Jim hit 5 fairways and when he misses, it is mostly to the 

left.  Recognizing his predominant miss is to the left, and recognizing how few fairways 

he hits could help Jim set some plans for practice.  In this instance, Jim could check his 

alignment.  Perhaps his ball striking is such that he’s hitting the ball relatively straight, 

but is aligning himself to the left.  If this is the case, picking an intermediate target will 

allow him to aim more accurately. Something that is 12-18 inches away is much easier to 

aim at than something 200 yards away.   

If the ball is actually drawing or hooking to the left off the tee, Jim could check the way 

he holds the golf club.  If his hands are turned too far to the right, his ball will typically 

curve left.  If the ball is starting left and then curving, that is yet another scenario to 

address.  

For you, look at your total putts.  This is the easiest way to improve your score.  If you 

have over 36 putts consistently, you will want to take a look at where you are finding 

that you have more than two putts on a hole.   

As an example, is it the over- 25-foot range or is it the 5-15 foot range?  If it is your 25+ 

range, practice your lag putting.  A drill to improve lag putting might be to take five balls 

out onto the putting green.  Put the five balls 30 feet from a hole.  Take the flagstick and 

place it three feet behind the hole.  Roll the five putts keeping the balls between the hole 

and the flagstick.  Do this three times trying to improve each time. 

Look at the number of fairways that you hit.  Typically, there are 14 possible fairways 

that you can hit on a regulation golf course.  If you are only hitting too few, attempt to 

discern a pattern in your misses.  Are you hitting the ball consistently one way?  If so, 

check the way your hands are placed on the golf club.  If your hands are too far to the 

right you will make the ball spin left.  If your hands are too far to the left, you will make 

the ball spin right.  Another practice session you might go to the driving range and 

practice hitting your driver between two markers on the driving range.  Make your range 

“fairway” really wide for a while, but imagine that it is a fairway, rather than just 
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pounding balls out into the range.  As your hitting improves narrow the imagined 

fairway.  In this way, your practice is efficient and focused rather than just hitting away. 

In general, note the patterns of misses, (e.g. are they left, right, short, long?), the timing 

of mistakes (e.g. more early in the round, late in the round?), and/or the circumstances 

that might influence mistakes (e.g. par 3s, cold days). 
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ROUND ANALYSIS 

How to Use This Guide 

Turning Insights into Performance Driven Results on the Golf Course 
 

Ideally, a Round Analysis should be performed following competitive play. This allows 

you to sit back and reflect in a constructive and positive way. You may play in a weekly 

Ladies or Men’s group or local tournaments.  

A round analysis is going to show you your strengths and when you play good golf and 

why. When you know why, then you’re going to do it more often. It gives you self-

awareness, but in a positive way.  

If you played one of your worst rounds, you should do a round analysis so you can see any 

mistakes you made with more clarity so you are less likely to repeat them. You should see 

a significant difference when you’re playing great golf and when you’re playing poor golf. 

You may be surprised at the changes in the mental aspect of your game as your round falls 

apart.  

You’re likely going to see that when you’re playing great golf you’re thinking less, you’re 

feeling more confident, you’re a lot more patient with yourself, and you’re playing one 

shot at a time.  

When you’re not playing great golf, certain things are going to stick out like a sore thumb. 

You were rushing. You weren’t focused. You were getting angry on the golf course. You’re 

talking negatively about yourself.  

You’re going to have to accept that there are certain times where you’re not going to play 

great golf, but you can still go through your routine and stick to your game plan, which 

ultimately, instead of shooting 86, you can still shoot a 76. That’s what’s going to make 

you a great player and learn how to handle adversity. 

GAME PLAN 

A good game plan makes the mental side of the game easier.  You must play every 

significant round with a game plan.  Amateur golfers, particularly high handicappers, 
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frequently don’t understand this.  They play spontaneously, making up strategy on the 

fly.  As a result, they make more bad decisions.  A good professional never plays a 

tournament round without first examining the course and preparing a plan to play it. 

A good plan has: 

• Target and club selection for each tee shot 

• The preferred landing area on every green 

• Hazards to be avoided 

• Be able to cope with rain, wind and other weather variables. 

The professional plans all this ahead of time because he wants to do as little analyzing 

and improvising as possible when he is on the course.  He wants to leave his mind clear 

and free to focus on each target. 

Once in a while a player has to play a round on a course totally new to him without time 

to inspect it beforehand.  In such cases, a golfer has to improvise.  He should look at 

hole diagrams on the scorecard, ask a caddie or a member with local knowledge. Even a 

plan made up at each tee is better than no plan at all.  But whenever possible, plan in 

advance. 

The best way to prepare a plan is to walk or mentally review each hole backward.  

Standing on the green and looking back toward the tee usually reveals much more about 

a hole than standing on the tee and looking at the green. 

Have a plan, believe in the plan and follow the plan. If you have a game plan then you 

are ready and expect good things to happen and you’re ready for the worst.  Your game 

plan must have flexibility. Only change your game plan in an unexpected situation.  Any 

time you are not sure, make the more conservative choice. 

Many golfers get so caught up in working on their game that they forget that it’s a game 

of making a score. There are certain things you can learn from players, especially the 

professionals. Why do they score better than the average amateur? Here are some key 

points to consider. Many golfers, when they start struggling to score well, become too 

technical and they allow their minds to think of too much when they’re playing. 

What we want to do is simplify everything. Learn how to prepare well. Good preparation 

builds confidence. True confidence causes you to think less, focus and concentrate more, 
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and play a whole lot better. When you go out on the golf course, all you need to be thinking 

about is your game plan.  

If you do have a swing thought, there’ll only be one. Because you’re confident knowing 

that you’ve been practicing with a purpose, you’ve been practicing the right things that 

are going to produce the right results. Look at some of these areas where golfers who score 

well consistently have common traits and attitudes.   

HOW TO LOWER YOUR SCORES 

▪ Someone who consistently gets the most from his skill level and who often scores 

way better than they hit the ball. 

▪ Golfers who possess a blend of good fundamentals, good attitude and mental 

strength. 

▪ They prepare well for each tournament. They have a practice round. 

▪ They are winners. They stick to the process. 

▪ They play golf not giving shots carelessly away. 

▪ Golfers know when to take risks and when to back off and play more 

conservatively. 

▪ They know their limitations. 

▪ They keep their composure. 

▪ They handle pressure well. 

▪ They understand their strengths and weaknesses. 

 DECISIONS TO AVOID 

▪ Under clubbing 

▪ Swinging too hard 

▪ Automatically shooting at the flag 

▪ Not playing away from trouble 

▪ Missing the green on the wrong side of the flag 

▪ Trying for too much and playing into trouble 

▪ Trying shots they have never practiced 
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▪ Panicking when hitting a poor shot 

▪ Misreading wind conditions 

▪ Consistently under reading the break on the greens 

 MENTAL ERRORS TO AVOID 

▪ Becoming impatient 

▪ Playing over aggressively 

▪ Thinking about swing mechanics on the course 

▪ Dwelling on the shot already played 

▪ Thinking about score and anticipating shots 

▪ Rushing under pressure 

▪ Practicing without a purpose 

▪ Neglecting the short game 

▪ Over analyzing on the greens 

▪ Forgetting to have fun 

KNOWING YOUR GAME 

• How far, exactly, do you hit the ball? 

• How often do you hit the ball solid? 

• What is your predominant shot pattern when playing well? 

• What clubs do you hit well? 

• What is your strength around the green? 

• How well do you putt? 

• What is your mental approach during a round? 

• How much do you practice?  

• How good do you really want to be? 
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GOLF EVALUATIONS  

How to Use This Guide 

Turning Insights into Performance Driven Results on the Golf Course 
 

These evaluations will be a detailed review of all aspects of your game – mental, 

strategic, technical and physical. Try to be as honest as possible when filling out this 

form so you can really get to the root of anything that might be holding you back from 

better play.  

Better players or those with a lower handicap will likely already know all of the answers 

to these questions. Hopefully, you will experience some immediate ‘aha’ moments as 

you work your way through the information. It is designed to bring clarity to your work 

ahead. 

If you struggle to answer any of these questions, it is best to play 3 rounds of golf with 

your new performance scorecard, then go back and try and answer more questions.  

If you still don’t know the answers to some of the questions, leave the answer area blank 

for now. Pay attention to that area in the future while you play so you can gather more 

insights and come back and answer it later.   

Remember…the more information you can gather from your round, the better equipped 

you will be to make changes and see a drop in your handicap.  

Begin by rating your performance overall as you see it in these very specific areas.  

You will find some immediate weaknesses, then set goals for fixes. Come back and visit 

this form over and over as you find new areas of strengths and weaknesses. You may be 

shocked to see your progress over time.  
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PUTTING 

 

CHIPPING 

 

 

PITCHING 

 

____Short putts _____Short chips  _____Set up 

____Long putts _____Long, running chips _____Distance control 

____Right to left _____Chips from rough _____Low pitches 

____Left to right _____Distance control _____High pitches 

____Downhill  _____Recovery from bad lies  _____Recovery shots 

____Uphill          _____ Set up  

____Distance control    

____Set up    

 

BUNKER PLAY 

 

IRON PLAY 

 

 

WOODS 

 

____Set up _____Short irons ____Driver  

____Feel _____Mid-irons ____ Fairway woods 

____Uphill lies _____Long irons ____Accuracy 

____Downhill lies _____Shaping shots 

   

____Power 

____Sidehill lies 

 ____ 

____ Trajectory control ____Set up 

____Fairway bunkers 

 

_____Distance control ____Distance control 

   

Ratings:       Excellent =1       Very Good =2       Average =3       Fair =4     Poor =5 

TECHNICAL GAME EVALUATION 

Date:  ______________________ 
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SET UP 

 

GRIP 

 

 

ALIGNMENT 

 

_____Posture _____1. Left hand _____Shoulders 

_____Knee flex _____2. Right hand _____Hips 

_____Spine tilt _____3. Grip pressure _____Knees 

_____Weight distribution _____4. Clubface _____Feet 

_____Stance width  _____Clubface 

  _____Ball position 

  _____Eye line 

_____OVERALL SET UP _____OVERALL GRIP _____OVERALL ALIGNMENT 

   

     Ratings:       Excellent =1       Very Good =2       Average =3       Fair =4     Poor =5 

TECHNICAL GAME FUNDAMENTALS 

Date:  ______________________ 
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  Goal #1 

 

  Goal #2 

 

  Goal #3 

 

  Goal #4 

 

  Goal #5 

 

Additional Notes on Areas of Improvement for your Technical (swing mechanics) Plan: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL GAME GOALS 
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PREPARATION 
 

ON-COURSE FOCUS 

 

ON-COURSE STRATEGY 

 

____Practice day plan _____Concentration  ____Use of yardage book 

____Pre-round attitude _____Effort ____Choosing a target 

____Pre-shot routine _____Self-talk ____Picking the best target 

____Pre-putt routine _____Imagination ____Playing one shot at a time 

 _____Time management  ____Club selection 

 _____Confidence  ____Post-round analysis 

   

____OVERALL PREPARATION _____OVERALL ON-COURSE _____OVERALL STRATEGY 

 

RATE YOUR CONFIDENCE WITH EACH CLUB 
10 = highest      1 = lowest 

_____Driver _____3 iron _____8 iron 

_____3 wood _____4 iron _____9 iron 

_____5 wood _____5 iron _____Pitching wedge 

_____Hybrid _____6 iron _____Sand wedge 

_____Putter _____7 iron _____Lob wedge 

     Ratings:       Excellent=1       Very Good=2       Average=3       Fair=4     Poor=5 

MENTAL GAME EVALUATION 

Date:  ______________________ 
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Here are some observations you should be making as part of your self evaluation: 

—Which clubs are you most/least confident with? 

—How do handle pressure and stress when playing? 

—What is your ability to stay focused from one shot to the next? 

—What inconsistencies have you noticed when playing? Do you begin optimistic and end 

pessimistic? Does your attitude change from one shot to the next or one hole to the next? 

—Do you tend to play safe or take risks? Does your level of aggression change throughout the 

round? What factors cause it to change? 

—Do you need more imagination when attempting to visualize potential shots? 

—When faced with course hazards like water or sand, do you find it more visually distracting 

when the hazard is to your left, right or directly in front of your line? 

-Are you able to control your distance like you want? Does your control change from woods to 

short irons or other club variations? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
STRATEGIC 

COURSE MANAGEMENT 

_____Warm up _____Energy management _____Other 

_____Shot visualization _____Reading greens _____ 

_____Scrambling ability _____Handle pressure _____ 

_____Up and Downs _____Risk/reward analysis _____ 

_____Emotional control _____Managing hazards _____ 

     Ratings:       Excellent=1       Very Good=2       Average=3       Fair=4     Poor=5 
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  Goal #1 

 

  Goal #2 

 

  Goal #3 

 

  Goal #4 

 

  Goal #5 

 

Additional Notes on Areas of Improvement for your Mental/Strategic Plan: 

 

 

 

 

 

MENTAL/STRATEGIC GAME GOALS 
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FLEXIBILITY 

 

STRENGTH 

 

 

ENDURANCE 

 

____Spine (back) _____Lower body  _____Front 9 energy 

____Shoulders _____Upper body _____Back 9 energy 

____Hips _____Core _____Stamina 

____Hamstrings _____ Strength routine _____ Cardio routine 

____Pre round stretch routine   

____At home stretch routine   

   

____OVERALL FLEXIBILITY _____OVERALL STRENGTH _____OVERALL ENERGY 

 

NUTRITION 

 

BALANCE 

 

 

INJURIES 
ANY MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS? 

YES/NO 

____Pre round _____Balance/Stability ____Shoulders 

____During round  ____ Hips 

____Post round  ____Back 

     

____Overall health 

  

  

____Body Fat/Weight 

 

  

     Ratings:       Excellent =1       Very Good =2       Average =3       Fair =4     Poor =5 

PHYSICAL GAME EVALUATION 

Date:  ______________________ 
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  Goal #1 

 

  Goal #2 

 

  Goal #3 

 

  Goal #4 

 

  Goal #5 

 

Additional Notes on Areas of Improvement for your Physical Plan: 

 

PHYSICAL GOALS 
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Name top 10 goals considering weakest points in your game: swing technique, mental, strategic 

and physical. 

 

  Goal #1        Goal #6 

  Goal #2        Goal #7 

  Goal #3        Goal #8 

  Goal #4        Goal #9 

  Goal #5        Goal #10 

 

 

 

TOP 10 GOLF GOALS OVERALL 

Date:  ______________________ 

• Goals keep your efforts for improvement on target 

• Goals commit you to the work, time, pain, and whatever else is part of the price of achieving 

success 

• Goals provide you with a sense of purpose and direction as well as stimulating challenges 

• Goals maintain motivation, directs attention and increases effort 

• Goals help determine what is important to you 

• If you are having motivational problems, there is a high probability you are also experiencing some 

performance problems 

• As long as you see yourself succeeding and moving toward a meaningful goal then the chances are 

extremely high that you will maintain a high level of motivation 

 


